


Let's begin
Lately, we have seen what kind of impact a NFT game with a
play-to-earn ecosystem can have. With Axie Infinity leading
the way, these games have impacted and sustained many
people across the globe.

The future lies in play-to-earn (P2E) games. SolX aims to
bridge all P2E game earnings onto Solana for holders.



SolX Gaming Guild is a DAO where holders who stake $SGG will receive a portion of the
DAO’s P2E earnings.

We have previous history in managing our own large Axie Infinity scholarship. Through
SolX we will be able to give Solana users exposure to the ever expanding P2E ecosystems
of any chain. Axie Infinity rewards will be bridged over to Solana and all $SGG holders
have to do is stake their tokens to receive the equivalent % of their token share in P2E
rewards!

Introduction to DAO



SolX's main ambition is to bridge the world of play to earn (P2E) to the common investor
through a simple, sustainable and proven ecosystem model. We have hundreds of players on

boarded and ready to begin.
 

NFT's and blockchain technology has surpassed all expectations, and as such now there are
a multitude of ways one can earn money in the space!

A SUSTAINABLE ECOSYSTEM



We fund players in NFT games with P2E systems, and in return we take a percentage of their earnings.
From our percentage of earnings taken, we then bridge this over to Solana every 2 weeks and allow
stakers to claim their rewards from our dashboard!

We do not limit ourselves to participate in NFT games that only exist on a single chain. 

How DAO Function?



It is a simple concept and idea which we have turned into a
reality. Players do their part by accomplishing their daily goals in
the relevant game, and as such a portion of those daily earnings

gets put into a pool which then go back to all token holders
 

It is as simple as simply staking $SGG to be able to claim a % of
the pool of earnings (relevant to the amount held) from which the

players/scholars have gathered daily. Distributions to stakers
happen bi-weekly!

PLAY-TO-EARN FLOW (P2E)



x

Our SolX dashboard will allow users to not only stake their tokens, but also apply to become a scholar/player, rent your
NFT and partake in the protocol's governance. Token holders will be able to also "rent" their NFTs to maximise profit for

them.

As we are a community based on DAO, the $SGG token will also lead as the governance token, in which holders can vote
on things, make announcements, and submit proposals for the community!

As we grow we will be expanding into P2E NFT's in all ecosystems. Although we natively based on Solana, all chains are
open. SGG simply bridges rewards over to Solana for our stakers to enjoy the rewards.

ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES



Our treasury will be used to constantly
expand and grow our P2E systems. It will be
initially used to begin by buying Axie’s and
onboarding scholars, whilst we explore
other NFT games as well.

The Treasury can also fund things that the
community decide on, the $SGG token is
the governance token for SolX! Our
community can vote on certain NFT’s, what
new NFT game to expand to, buying certain
NFT items and fractionalizing them, etc. The
Treasury will be used to fund all of this.

Treasury



As everyone knows, Axie Infinity is the pioneering P2E gaming model out right now, it is both
sustainable and has proven itself. Even with this being a Solana project, we are under no limitations
whatsoever. We will partake in any ecosystem in which it is profitable, and push all rewards back on

Sol for all stakers. No ecosystem is off limits, SolX will play a part in all of them.

NO LIMITS



Dashboard
All holders will be able to access a dashboard to view/track all their data, and claim their earnings.



Vault A
Axie Breeding
Allocation

Vault B
Staking Rewards

Vault C 
Scholarship Rewards

STAKE

How does SolX work?

Revenue



How does SolX work?
P2E NFT games have revolutionised finance in many parts of the world. In many parts of SEA it is a sustainable way of

earning an income.
 

SolX will be able to take advantage of this to help both players as well as holders.



The $SGG token’s main utility will allow holders to claim rewards from the DAO when they
have staked their tokens. 

Rewards will be paid into the DAO bi-weekly for users to claim.

All vested tokens (private/incubator) will be able to be staked and can claim rewards. 

$SGG token will also be used as a governance token for the DAO.

Token Utility







ROADMAP

Q4 Q1 Q2

2021

2022

2022

Public launch
Dashboard release
Staking rewards begin
DAO launch

Token holders can apply to
play & earn for SGG!
Rent to earn gets introduced
Ranking system for Players

SGG launches lending
features
Bonus rewards for long
term stakers introduced
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